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● Image classification is a challenging task requiring 
additional information to correctly annotate images.

● We blend visual features extracted from neighbors and 
their metadata.

● Several convolutional and recurrent neural networks 
(CNNs-RNNs) are jointly adopted to infer similarity 
among neighbors and query images.

Our experiments are performed on the NUS-WIDE dataset considering ~190,000 images and 5000 tags. 
Per-image/per-label mean Average Precisions (mAPs) metrics show that LTwin model achieves SOTA results compared 
to several baselines and all the models outperform the visual-only baseline. 
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2. Our approach

Query images are classified combining only visual features extracted by the AlexNet 
CNN pre-trained on ImageNet. 

Joint models take advantage of additional information (tags) that is fed to the 
classification layer after a transformation step.
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5. Joint Models

For a query image  , we (nonparametrically) generate a neighborhood    using metadata 
and train our neural networks to classify   given      . The set of candidate neighborhoods for 
an image    is the set: 

The prediction            is the average of               over all candidate neighbourhoods:

Our models are trained minimizing the following loss function    :

3. Metadata Encoding

To correctly recover similar images, our models use metadata which are directly fed to the 
final layers of NNs after a transformation step. 

● One-hot encoding: sum of one-hot vectors for all relevant tags of the query image. 
Neighborhoods are computed using the Jaccard distance      between binary vectors.

● Semantic-aware encoding: a transformation step is employed to map binary vectors to a  
meaningful semantic space. Word2vec and WordNet embeddings are considered.
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